(A)

1) The _________ is climbing up the mountain.
2) The bear is _________ down the _________.
3) The snake is _________ in a hot air _________.
4) The bird is _________.
5) The _________ and the squid are _________ in the hot spring.

(B) Word Bank:

hippopotamus  rabbit  painting  flying
reading  mountain  fishing  mountain biking
no good  balloon  elephant  relaxing

1) What is your favorite animal?
2) What is your favorite thing to do?
3) Where is your favorite place to go?
4) Have you been to the ocean? Y or N
5) Have you been to the mountains? Y or N
6) Have you been to Okinawa? Y or N
7) Have you been to Hokkaido? Y or N
8) Have you seen a tanuki? Y or N